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I value the associative power of abstract images for their capacity to suggest 
complex ideas with basic shapes and colors. 

-Toby Sisson 
 
 
The Deconstructed American series uses the word ‘American’ as a visual 
collage element. Repeatedly print, cut, and recombined, the letters form 
multifaceted patterns as fragments are arranged to align or contrast. In this 
way, numerous perspectives on our country’s national identity are 
imagined, during a time when debates over who belongs dominate the 
news.  
 
Hand lettering in encaustic monotype is uniquely suited to this graphic 
work as it conveys the political potency of graffiti as well as the ephemeral 
character of a charcoal drawing and a grainy black and white photograph. 
In some compositions, fractured ‘stars and stripes’ are foregrounded, and 
in others, abstracted pieces evoke a snippet of unexposed film, a stroke of 
chalk on a blackboard, or an inky night sky—all reminders of unbound 
possibility. 



About Toby Sisson: 
 
As the first woman and person of color to be recognized with a solo 
exhibition in the Central Massachusetts Artist Initiative at the Worcester 
Art Museum in 2018, the museum’s curator wrote of her work, “Toby 
Sisson’s encaustic monotypes unite her personal experience with broader 
issues pertaining to race. In American | naciremA 1, a single word—
American—is inscribed repeatedly as Sisson explores the relationship 
between a word and its various meanings. In her recent works, Sisson 
employs text in reference to black writers who have engaged with issues 
of race and the struggle for equality. Yet Sisson recognizes language as a 
social construction, laden with arbitrary meaning. To this end, she 
emphasizes this ambiguity by nestling text among other abstracted forms. 
 
In 2019, Sisson had a solo exhibition of encaustic monotype prints titled 
Nacirema (the inverse of American) at the List Art Center of Brown 
University. The gallery noted, “Toby Sisson uses the idiom of non-
objective abstraction to reflect on her personal experience as a multiracial 
American. [She] recognizes the binary reality that W.E.B. DuBois termed 
‘double-consciousness’:—a constant awareness of ‘twoness.’ Past works 
with titles like One Drop Rule and Black Tears (created in 2015 in response 
to continuing violence against young, unarmed, black men), have led to 
Nacirema.” 
 
Toby Sisson earned her M.F.A. from the University of Minnesota, Twin 
Cities, and is Associate Professor and Director of the Studio Art Program 
at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts. In addition to drawing, 
painting and printmaking, Sisson’s areas of specialization include 
community-based service learning and collaborative public art projects. 
Her work is in numerous public and private collections and she exhibits 
internationally, including the Teda Contemporary Art Museum, Tianjin, 
China; The Hunterdon Art Museum, Clinton, New Jersey; and the Cape 



Cod Museum and Art Association, Provincetown, Massachusetts. Toby 
Sisson's home and studio practice are located in Providence, Rhode Island.  
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“Abstraction assists the imagination by requiring something more of the viewer. 
In this, Toby Sisson creates with and against the grain of the viewer’s 
expectation. Her art is figurative without figures, precise while playfully 
amorphous, lyrical and performative.” 

-Kimberly Juanita Brown 
 

Author of The Repeating Body: Slavery’s 
Visual Resonance in the Contemporary 


